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tractor operators represent a grossly disregarded

Province of Nueva Ecija, the largest of the seven

Statistics, ). These represent . , . and .

tivities are increasingly being aided by the pro-

rice land. Moreover, hauling consumes . man-
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days or . of the total labor requirements

In consonance with the present administra- (PhilRice-BAS, ). The pursuit of these ac-

tion’s guiding vision and philosophy that is

aimed towards the transformation of the Phil- liferation and widespread use of agricultural

ippine’s smallholder agriculture sector into machines more specifically, the agricultural

modern technology- and science-based, partic- tractors. This is much more emphasized in the

ular attention should be focused, not only on

agricultural productivity, but also on the wel- ( ) provinces of Central Luzon and has some of

fare of the ever neglected farm labor. The the most productive agricultural lands, not to

data on average labor utilization for di erent mention the home of a projected popula-

farm operations in the Philippines indicated tion of . Million people (Provincial Trade

that about . , . and . man-days per hec- and Industry O ce, ; Libosada, ).

tare are utilized for seedbed preparation, plow- Any and all information related to the farm

ing, and harrowing, respectively (Philippine tractor operators are important because farm

Rice Research Institute-Bureau of Agricultural

but highly influential farm labor group in

of the total labor requirement for a hectare of terms of agricultural productivity. Moreover,

due to the low turnover in this farm labor

group, many of these individuals either remain

in the same profession for a considerable span

of time, or belong to the same family which

had been doing the same kind of work for gen-

erations, and thus have similar genetic make-

up. The role and welfare of this labor group is
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arm and forearm lengths, respectively. The ver-

class city with annual local government budget

deviation (SD) of . . The age group with most

Administrative Region (Science City of Munoz,

palm breadth were . and . cm, respectively.

a crucial issue that designers of agricultural The survey questions and necessary input

machineries must confront. were guided by the survey questionnaire. This

In consideration of the above, this study questionnaire was developed solely for the

was undertaken to complement the previous purpose of this research. All of the physical

researches on walking and riding tractor con- measurements needed were done on site by

ducted in Japan by the authors (Sicat, J.C.V. the interviewer teams which were properly

, , Mitarai, M. , Kinoshita, equipped and previously trained on the proper

O. ). The data presented here will measurement methods based on those de-

eventually benefit the riding tractor design en- scribed by the Japan National Institute of

gineers who have special interest on ergonom- Bioscience and Human Technology (Kouchi,

ics or human factors engineering. This report M. ).

relied on data collected throughout the Sci-

ence City of Munoz in the province of Nueva

Ecija, Philippines in and described

the current riding tractor operators’ popula- The survey indicated that of the riding

tion in that area. tractor operators are married. Furthermore,

average age was . years with a standard

number was the year-old group with an oc-

The survey was conducted in the Science currence rate (OR) of . among the opera-

City of Munoz in the province of Nueva Ecija, tors surveyed. Height and weight averaged

Philippines’. Munoz is situated kilometers . cm (SD . ) and . kg (SD . ), re-

north of Manila. It is traversed by a national spectively. The most common operator height

road going to Cagayan Valley, and by a sec- and operator weight are cm (OR . )

ondary national road going to the town of and kg (OR . ), respectively (Table ).

Lupao towards the province of Pangasinan The physical measurements of the existing

and other areas of Region and the Cordillera riding tractor operators were likewise deter-

mined to have averages of . , . , . , .

). The Science City of Munoz has a total and . cm for the shoulder width, thigh, leg,

land area of , . hectares (approximately

square kilometers) and is subdivided into tical distance of the ankle from the sole of the

political units or barangays. It is a third foot is . cm. The average foot measured .

cm long and . cm wide. Palm length and

of million pesos. Of the , population of

the Science City of Munoz in , more than The left hand of the operators had average

live in the rural areas (City Planning and measurements of . , . , . , . and . cm for

Development O ce, ). the thumb, index, middle, ring, and small fin-

gers, respectively. Meanwhile, the right hand

had average measurements of . , . , . , .

The survey was conducted using sites’ area and . cm for the thumb, index, middle, ring,

sampling to obtain an evenly distributed rep- and small fingers, respectively.

resentative group of riding tractor opera- Average experience in riding tractor opera-

tors. A sample of to riding tractor operators tion was . years (SD ). However, . of

in each of the city’s agricultural barangays the respondents had only one-year experience.

was selected based on their activity status. This indirectly implied the recent boom in the

et
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Table Body specifications of the riding tractor operators

MF-frequency of the mode

SD-standard deviation

Typical riding tractor in the Philippines

the kW power unit ( . ) although the over-

Survey of Riding Tractor Operating Comfort in Nueva Ecija, Philippines

RIDING TRACTOR OPERATORS

Min Max Median Mode MF SD Mean

Age (year)

Height (cm)

Weight (kg)

BODY DIMENSION (cm)

Shoulder width

Leg length

Thigh length

Ankle to sole

Foot length

Foot breadth

Arm

Forearm

Palm length

Palm breadth

LENGTH OF LEFT HAND FINGERS (cm)

Thumb

Index finger

Middle finger

Ring finger

Small finger

LENGTH OF RIGHT HAND FINGERS (cm)

Thumb

Index finger

Middle finger

Ring finger

Small finger

use of -wheel tractors in the Philippines that

could be due to the liberalization of the proce-

dures for importation of a ordable but second

hand agricultural machines.

The most widely used riding tractor size is

all average engine size is . kW (SD . )

(Fig. ). The most widely used tractor brands

were the Kubota and Iseki riding tractors

Fig.
which account for . and . of the total

units surveyed, respectively. Furthermore, the

L and the L models were the most nu-

merous, representing . and . of the Analysis of the survey results also showed

Kubota riding tractors, respectively. that only . of the operators had an alter-

,
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encountered by the riding tractor oper-

ators

Meanwhile, . of the respondents mentioned

chassis based component related, wheel related,

nate operator. A clear majority did all the trac- on their long-term health condition. Excessive

tor operations by themselves. Likewise, riding noise and the need to improve the engine cool-

tractor operation was mainly concentrated on ing system both comprised of the total

primary tillage operation with of the engine related problems enumerated by the

operators surveyed having experienced such operators. The operators also found a need to

kind of work. Only . did secondary tillage bring down the noise intensity generated by

using riding tractors. This clearly showed the the tractor engines to a level that is tolerable

Filipino farmers’, or at the very least the Sci- to the human ears. Likewise, they pointed out

ence City of Munoz farmers’, preference for that increasing the radiator size and cooling

using walking tractors in secondary tillage fan blades could help bring down the engine

operations. temperature that apparently presented a haz-

ard particularly to the operators’ feet and legs.

The problems encountered by the riding were concerned with the breaking of the ex-

tractor operators were initially grouped into haust pipe near or at the base. In the operators’

the following classifications : engine related, opinion, this was partially caused by the en-

gine vibration coupled by weak material used

implement related, and others. Majority of the in the fabrication of the exhaust pipe. The re-

problems were engine and chassis based com- maining problems that made up this category

ponent related which comprise and were broken engine parts and problems with

of the operator responses, respectively (Fig. ). high fuel consumption that comprised

Meanwhile, , and of the responses and , respectively.

were problems related to wheel, implement ( ) Chassis Based Component Problems

and others, respectively. More than half of the responses ( . ) ex-

( ) Engine Related Problems pressed a need for operator cover or some sort

With respect to the engine related problems, of protection against heat and sunlight. Major-

excessive engine generated heat was the fore- ity of these responses directly requested for

most problem encountered by the riding trac- tractor roof/cover while the rest mentioned

tor operators. A total of . of the respond- the need for a whole cabin, heat-insulating ma-

ents mentioned having experienced excessive

engine heat convection to the operators’ feet

and legs (Fig. ). The operators had expressed

concern over the e ect of such unwanted heat

Fig. Relative distribution of the problems

Fig. Distribution of the engine related

problems
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tor operator-respondents. The respondents noted

poor workmanship/durability of the implement.

widely mentioned problem within this category.

backrest, softer cushion and provision for shock

down into two major categories : workmanship

axle. Alleged excessive wear of the rotor blades,

Implement related problems could be broken

bearings, and cross-joints were also mentioned.

Survey of Riding Tractor Operating Comfort in Nueva Ecija, Philippines

Fig. Distribution of the chassis related
Fig. Distribution of the wheel relatedproblems

problems

terial for the roof and sturdier roof posts. Over-

all, the need for operator cover was the most available in the field had encountered di cul-

ties in moving e ciently over wet, muddy

It comprised of the total chassis based fields. This observation was even bolstered by

component related problems that were men- of the comments in this category that

tioned (Fig. ). further noted the need for a -wheel drive ca-

Coming in at second was the need for a new pability. The rest of the comments just men-

seat design that garnered of the responses tioned the poor durability of the wheel bear-

in this category. The respondents mentioned ings and the need for a power steering system.

the need for adjustable seat position, higher ( ) Implement Related Problems

absorption. Concerns for tractor overturning

due to insu cient counter weights and wheel and design. More than three quarters ( ) of

base widths, and problems regarding insu - the implement related comments delved on

cient protection from mud comprise the re-

maining bulk of the responses. Sporadic re- This represented . of the total riding trac-

sponses regarding control pedal design, gear-

shift position, chassis elevation and broken worn implement parts such as the gear and

parts comprised the rest of the chassis related chains of the rotor drive, oil seal and drive

responses.

( ) Wheel Related Problems

Wheel related problems were also enumer- Meanwhile, of the total responses in this

ated during the survey. A clear majority of category cited the operators’ desired design

these comments were related to poor convey- modifications such as the provision for a depth

ance on the field. The bulk of the responses control gauge and an increased e ective width

( ) in this category mentioned the need for of the implement. Interestingly, the operators

incorporating the cage wheel design or a simi- find it di cult to control the depth of cut of

lar attachment to the rubber wheels in order to the rotary tillers attached to the riding tractor.

increase the traction capability (Fig. ). On the other hand, the e ective width of the

The operators noted that the riding tractors rotary tillers was mainly dependent on the
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As mentioned earlier, of the problems enu-

Looking at all the enumerated problems from

The need for a better seat design came fourth

by excessive engine heat conduction, problems

operators mentioning such problems. The third

Distribution of the ergonomic related

source of power or the engine size. The rest of system, and a need for multipurpose use like-

the comments that comprised the remaining wise surfaced during the conduct of the sur-

reflected operator’s preference for the tra- vey.

ditional disc type tillers, and a desire to have ( ) Across Classifications

auxiliary use for the rotating shaft of the

tillers, such as battery charging capability. the macro level, the problems mentioned by

( ) Other Problems the riding tractor operators were top billed

merated by the riding tractor operators could with implement workmanship/durability, and

be classified into the previous four groupings the need for operator cover/protection from

and thus enumerated in this section. Around unfavorable weather with . , . , and

and were related to the need for an . of the operators mentioning such prob-

adjustable side mirror and the desired availa- lems, respectively.

bility of additional lighting systems, respec-

tively (Fig. ). over-all with the backing of . of the sur-

Apparently, the provision of a well situated vey respondents (Fig. ).

and adjustable side mirror could relieve stress As a final analysis of the data, all the ergo-

on the operator by reducing the need to bend nomic related problems enumerated during

and look at the back and sides of the tractor the survey were extracted and tabulated for

while operating in a backward motion. Like- comparison. It turned out that of all the

wise, the provision of additional lighting could ergonomic related problems pertained to ex-

reduce the risks of operating the tractor at cessive engine heat convection.

night, specially since most operators some- A total of operators or . of the total

times work on the field way past sunset. The respondents had mentioned excessive engine

other sporadic comments included problems heat convection as a potential health problem

regarding spare parts availability, relatively particularly for the operators’ feet and legs.

slow forward speed, and the need for a wind- Ranking second in terms of operator concern

shield. Comments regarding a relative inade- was the need for operator cover/protection

quacy of the tractor size, a need for a sound from unfavorable weather with . of the

most popular ergonomic related problem was

Fig.

Fig. Distribution of other problems related problems encountered by the riding

to riding tractor operation tractor operators
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